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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a comparative analysis of 
results obtained when applying Hamming Net and 
LVQ (Learning Vector Quantization) classifiers neural 
networks to recognize attack signatures in datasets. 
Strings similar to those located on payload field in 
computer networks packets are inserted in these neural 
networks for pattern classification. Since 2004, when it 
was presented for the first time, ANNIDA system 
(Artificial Neural Network for Intrusion Detection 
Application) has been improved.  Although the very 
sufficient results presented by the application of 
Hamming Net neural network in this system, 
researches have continued to find other classification 
and data modeling methods in order to compare new 
results with those obtained from Hamming Net usage. 
As the LVQ neural network also uses based-
competition techniques and presents architecture more 
simple than the Hamming Net architecture, it was 
decided to implement the LVQ to do the comparative 
tests. Tests results and analysis are presented in this 
paper, as well some proposals for future researches. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Success of the attack techniques is very dependant 
on the search of information on the target machine and 

network activities, such as: used operational system, 
opened service ports, installed vulnerable software and 
user accounts, in special, with the access password. By 
means of the target network recognition, named 
scanning, using specific software or social engineering 
techniques, it is possible to explore the vulnerabilities 
of the operational systems or communication network 
protocols [7].  

The exploration of systems and network resources 
vulnerabilities can be identified through different 
techniques, such as monitoring of system event logs, 
and investigation of payload data carried by the 
network packets.  

In the network packet payload can reside attack 
information represented by malicious strings named 
“attack signatures” [5].  

Detecting attack signatures is objective of most of 
the current commercial intrusion detection systems 
(IDS – Intrusion Detection System) [7]. These systems 
contain a database of string sequences that make up an 
attack information and, in general, are built based on 
rules and filters [15]. 

Other IDS signature-based have been implemented 
using neural networks techniques to search more 
efficient identification of attack patterns in large 
databases like those of computer network traffic 
[13][16][17]. Nowadays several studies are being 
accomplished in order to use neural networks to detect 
attacks to computer networks [11][12][14][17][18]. 



Neural networks present high processing power due to 
its distributed parallel structure [2], being useful to 
classify data in large datasets of computer network 
traffic.  

Recent studies have been conducted at Instituto 
Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE) in São José 
dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil, to improve the 
ANNIDA application which prototype was built in 
2004 [8] with the scope to find attack patterns in 
simulated datasets of network packets. By the end of 
2005 several tests were made in this system to classify 
data, based on Hamming Net application. The basic 
characteristics of ANNIDA can be found in [8][9][10]. 

Currently, ANNIDA has been enhanced in several 
aspects, mainly, employing more efficient data 
classification neural network techniques and using data 
structures more appropriated to represent the involved 
knowledge and data storing.  

In this paper, the purpose is to present a 
comparative analysis between results obtained by using 
LVQ and Hamming Net [1] neural networks.  

Some basic necessary concepts related to computer 
network security are presented in section 2. 

Data modeling to input into LVQ e Hamming Net 
networks is described in section 3, as well the 
challenges faced to build the models. In section 4, is 
presented the data classification process of ANNIDA. 

ANNIDA system test results using Hamming Net 
and LVQ to classify attack signatures are discussed in 
section 5. Finally, this paper is concluded in section 6. 
 
2. Basic concepts 
 

Network packet payload, Snort signatures and 
signatures contents are terms used in computer network 
security area that are described in the next paragraphs. 

Data packets traveling in the network carry useful 
information among the interconnected computers. In 
the figure 1 is presented an example of TCP/IP network 
packet encapsulating the TCP protocol. It is made up of 
three parts [5] [6] [19]:  

• IP (Internet Protocol) header; 
• TCP (Transfer Control Protocol), UDP (User 

Datagram Protocol) or ICMP (Information 
Control Message Protocol) header, depending 
on the network service in usage, and 

• TCP (Transfer Control Protocol), UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol) or ICMP (Information 
Control Message Protocol) payload.  

For example, HTTP application uses TCP header 
and payload, while, Telnet network service contains 
UDP header and payload. 

 

IP header TCP header TCP payload 

Figure 1. TCP/IP packet format 

IP and TCP (UDP or ICMP) header fields contain 
information such as source and destination IP addresses 
to deliver the packet, network service type in usage, 
packet size in bytes, delivery data packet examination 
and others. 

In TCP/IP packet payload field are located payload 
data that are transferred from source to destination 
computer. In the payload dataset are found several 
strings in ASCII or hexadecimal or in both formats. 
There are attack patterns that cannot be full or partially 
represented by characters ASCII, so they are written in 
hexa format. Among these strings, may exist normal or 
malicious strings, that is, known attack patterns used by 
attackers to launch effective or attempted attacks and to 
discover machine vulnerabilities. 

These malicious strings are known as attack 
signatures [3][5] and are found stored in intrusion 
detection systems signature-based, such as the popular 
Snort [3][4], which maintains its own signature base 
(Snort signatures) in permanent and reliable updating. 

Snort signatures have structure similar to that shown 
in figure 2. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Example of signature snort with two 

‘content’ fields 
  



The main Snort signature information used in this 
work is the field named ‘content’, that alone or 
associated with other ‘content’ fields when existing, 
make up a single signature attack. These fields are 
named in this paper “signature contents”. 

In ANNIDA system the known signatures contents 
(also called attack patterns) are the patterns to be 
searched in the simulated network packet payload 
datasets. The simulated data are built from Snort 
signature contents strings added with noises. 

 
 

3. Data modeling 
 

On previous ANNIDA implementations [8][9][10], 
using Hamming Net, the exemplars and input patterns 
used to data classification were modeled and processed 
according to the usage of: 

• only two neural network layers: input and 
output; 

• fixed weights with w=d/2 value, where d 
corresponding to exemplar patterns (Snort 
signature contents); 

• input pattern formed by a unique element in 14 
bit-bipolar format; 

• set of exemplar patterns formed by elements in 
14-bit bipolar format; 

• calculus of similarity measure between input 
and exemplar patterns using the Hamming 
Distance; 

• exemplar patterns (multiple contents strings) 
extracted from Snort signature files; 

• character array with 72 positions to store 
network packet simulated data  (exemplar 
patterns); 

• classification rule: if it occurs 100% of 
similarity between input and exemplar pattern, 
then to alert “it was detected one known attack 
string ”; 

• threshold to establish the similarity level 
desired in the search, allowing to discard 
matches with low similarity and to consider 
close matches. Thus, it is possible to identify 
not only well-known malicious strings but 
strings which similarity is near to those known 
(in the attack variation). 

The challenges to model the data using Hamming 
Net were to: 

• model and treat the data correctly, for insertion 
and processing in the neural network. It was 
modeled the neural network input in 14-bit 
bipolar format, in order to represent in bipolar a 
number of 4 digits generated by the folding-

shift hash algorithm. The 4-digit size was 
considered sufficient to represent the strings 
analyzed. The hash algorithm was used in order 
to represent any size of string in a unique way, 
standardizing the input size to the neural 
network;  

• process the neural network in several steps or 
level, as illustrated in figure 3, where each level 
represents a data column in the attack signature 
content set to be compared with each input 
pattern;   

The LVQ neural network application in the 
ANNIDA required a more simplified data modeling 
consisting of: 

• only two neural network layers: input and 
output; 

• fixed weights with w=c value, where c 
corresponding to exemplar patterns (Snort 
signature contents); 

• input pattern formed by a unique element in 4 
numbers in decimal format; 

• set of exemplar patterns formed by elements in 
4 numbers in decimal format; 

• calculus of similarity measure between input 
and exemplar patterns using the Euclidian 
Distance; 

• exemplar patterns (multiple contents strings) 
extracted from Snort signature files; 

• characters array with 72 positions to store 
network packet simulated data  (exemplar 
patterns); 

• classification rule: if it occurs 100% of 
similarity between input and exemplar pattern, 
then to alert “it was detected one known attack 
string ”. 

 
4. Data classification 
 

ANNIDA data classification process is, basically, to 
find the exemplar class more similar to a given input, 
where the exemplar classes are the data in signature 
content files named s1, s2, and so on, according to the 
content amount of the larger attack signature 
considered.  

The s1 signature file contains the first content of all 
lines in the Snort signature file processed, the contents 
located in the second position in the Snort signature file 
are arranged in s2 and so on, in order to have a set of 
associated files containing each one a column of 
content fields, where data in the corresponding lines in 
these files represents one attack signature. 

 



All contents located on the same line in the 
associated signatures files represent a known attack 
signature, formed by a single or multiple content. For 
instance, if two contents compound a Snort signature, 
two content associated files (named levels) have to be 
processed to search malicious strings. The neural 
network acts finding malicious strings in each level of 
contents, but the sequence of strings for level, which 
represents an attack signature, is previously mapped 
with basis on the string sequences just as found in the 
Snort signature database. The idea is to look for 
patterns (strings) associated to an attack inside the 
packet’s content by means of reading string by string. 

In Figure 3, two strings “SITE” and “C|3A5C|” were 
classified by Hamming Net and LVQ neural networks 
in different test stages, according to the attack classes 
specified by the specialists in computer network 
security based on Snort signature files, and, the output 
is one attack signature with multiple content fields  
(“SITE C|3A5C|”) was found. 

Snort signatures arranged in files
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Figure 3. Processing of a signature in two levels 
 

5. Comparative Analysis 
 
Several tests were accomplished to classify attack 

signature using Hamming Net and LVQ neural 
networks in the ANNIDA. 

Among the Snort signature classes tested some these 
are presented in Table 1:  finger, icmp, ddos, dns, ftp, 
oracle e exploit. 

 

Table 1. Tests results of ANNIDA 
 
For each signature class analyzed, the following 

parameters were used: 
• type of signature classes; 
• input string sizes; 
• level of signature contents; 
 
• Amount of exemplar input and content 

fields; 
• Hit rate percentage of classification; 
• Application processing time, using both 

Hamming Net and LVQ. 
According to the test results, it was noticed that: 

• The LVQ processing time was smaller than 
the processing time of Hamming Net; 

•  For both neural networks was found the 
same classification hit rate; 

• As bigger the number of content level, 
exemplars and content sizes, the ANNIDA 
processing time increases; 

• Reduced number of classifications 
occurred with precision smaller than 100%;   

• Collision between input values of the 
neural networks happened. 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

Analyzing the test results of the ANNIDA, the 
following conclusions were obtained: 

• The smaller processing time of LVQ is due 
to the small hash key used – 4 digits (4 
input units), different of the processing of 
the Hamming Net with a 14 bit bipolar 
input ; 

• Also, the smaller processing time of LVQ 
is due to the learning with weights 
insertion, that is, the weights values used 

Class 
Input 
size 

(char) 

Content 
Level Exemplar No. Classification 

(HN and LVQ) 

Time 
(sec) 
HN 

Time 
(sec) 
LVQ 

finger 99 1 NUMEXEMP= 15 
MAXLEN= 12 100% 9,80 5,01 

1 NUMEXEMP=11 
MAXLEN=66 100% 8,45 4,08 icmp 312 

2 NUMEXEMP=11 
MAXLEN=66 100% 9,20 5,32 

ddos 78 1 NUMEXEMP=227 
MAXLEN= 24 100% 50,8 39,7 

1 8,35 3,66 dns 60 

2 

NUMEXEMP=19 
MAXLEN=108 

100% 

8,46 3,67 

ftp 200 3 NUMEXEMP= 69 
MAXLEN=24 100% 25,4 17,5 

oracle 67 3 NUMEXEMP=200 
MAXLEN=70 90% 45,7 26,9 

4 NUMEXEMP=28 
MAXLEN=24 100% 13,6 9,59 exploit 89 

5 NUMEXEMP=77 
MAXLEN=12 90% 19,8 9,94 



are the proper reference patterns 
(exemplars); 

• As both networks have similar 
classification technique, based on 
competition, the precision of results were 
equivalent;  

• The classification error rate is due to the 
collisions generated between the hash keys. 
Pairs of different strings (input and 
exemplar) were classified as similar 
(positive-false), for reason of the 
normalization strategy to format the input 
and exemplar data for the neural networks. 
The creation of hash keys with 4 digits to 
the LVQ and the hash keys in 14-bit 
bipolar to the Hamming Net, using the 
simple hash algorithm named fold-shifting, 
did not present satisfactory results. 

 
The next challenges to be faced in this work are to: 

• improve the performance of the application 
by means of a method more refined to store 
and manipulate data, instead of store data 
in files; 

• introduce network packet real data to be 
classified; 

• solve the problem of data collision 
modeled to the neural networks, through 
the a more efficient method of hashing. 
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